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HISTORIC ICON #1
ALBERT EINSTEIN
Born: Albert Einstein – 14 March 1879
Died – 18 April 1955, age 76
----------------------

* Time Person of the Twentieth Century
* Regarded as the Father of Modern Physics
* Nobel Laureate, Physics - 1921
For his services to theoretical physics, and especially
for his discovery of the law of the photoelectric effect
[Nobelprize.org]

(Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons)
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I

t is appropriate that this work begins with Dr. Albert Einstein because it was he who powerfully proclaimed . . .

Everything is determined, the beginning as well as the end, by forces over
which we have no control. It is determined for the insect, as well as for the
star. Human beings, vegetables or cosmic dust – we all dance to a
mysterious tune, intoned in the distance by an invisible piper.

Everything is determined, says the greatest scientist of the Twentieth Century . . . and everything includes fame as well as
fortune. This is the crux of the matter. Fame and fortune are not accidental. People are born into them. Fame and fortune
may be in their stars but as we shall see, fame and fortune are most definitely in their numbers!

MASTER NUMBERS IN EINSTEIN'S CHART
Einstein was an amazing individual. Of this there is no doubt, but what made him amazing? The answer is, in part, that
not only does his King's Numerologytm chart contain every master number (11 to 99), Einstein's Life Matrix of Epochs,
Pinnacles and Challenges contains at least one master number in every component!

Additionally, the only master number missing in Einstein's Life Matrix is the number 33 but his Lifepath itself is a 33 and
since the Life Matrix is the framework (the inner structure) of the Lifepath, it can be said that Einstein's entire Lifepath, as
determined by his date of birth, contains every master number: 11-22-33-44-55-66-77-88-99. Einstein's chart is, without
question, a most incredible and powerful numerology chart. It is anything but usual and, in fact, is highly unusual.

(Next page)
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Master Numbers in Albert Einstein's Chart
11

Nature
Name Timeline (NTL) PE of "Einstein"
1st Challenge
1st Challenge PE
3rd Challenge (Grand/Core)
3rd Challenge PE
4th Challenge (Crown)
4th Challenge PE

22

Expression of "Albert"
Material Soul
2nd Challenge
2nd Challenge PE

33

Lifepath

44

Material Nature
1st Pinnacle PE

55

Name Timeline (NTL) PE of "Albert"
2nd Pinnacle PE

66

4th Pinnacle PE (Crown)
2nd Epoch PE

77

1st Epoch PE

88

3rd Epoch PE

99

3rd Pinnacle PE (Grand/Core)
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LIFE MATRIX
Voids: 4-6-7-8

ALBERT EINSTEIN
14 MARCH 1879
4th/Crown Pinnacle

Major Note:
Every Life Matrix
component reveals
a master number.
This is extremely
rare and unusual.

3/66-3
49 on

3rd/Grand Pinnacle
9/99-9
40 to 48

1st Pinnacle

Dies
here at 76

A powerful
Life Matrix core

2nd Pinnacle
1/55-1
31 to 39

8/44-8
birth to 30

1st Epoch
(14)

2nd Epoch
(March)

3rd Epoch
(1879)

5/77-5
birth to 27

3/66-3
28 to 54

7/88-7
55 on

Six stack of
the 11 energy
of relationship
(man to the
universe)

1st Challenge

2nd Challenge

11-2/11-2

22-4/22-4

birth to 30

31 to 39

Dies here
at 76

3rd/Grand Challenge

11-2/11-2
40 to 48

4th/Crown Challenge

11-2/11-2
49 on
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ALBERT EINSTEIN: BASIC MATRIX GRID
Basic Matrix: Albert Einstein
LP

Exp.

PE

Soul

MS

Nature

MN

Voids

33-6

9

6

7

22-4

11-2

44-8

4-6-7-8

Einstein's Basic Matrix shows his 33-6 Lifepath. The 6 is a result of simply adding the two 3s of the 33. This 33 in his
Lifepath is the only master number not showing in his Life Matrix but the Life Matrix is contained within the 33-6
Lifepath itself, reflecting life lessons of love and hate, family, home, community, nation, self-expression, words and
communication.

Einstein's 33-6 Lifepath is expressed in a multiplicity of ways, as witnessed in his marriages and family life, Jewish
community ties, citizenships of different countries (Germany, Switzerland, Austria and the United States), the publication
of hundreds of books and articles, as well as his speaking tours and events throughout his life. This 33 master energy of
communication is strongly reinforced by his 3rd/Grand Pinnacle of 9 with its 99 master number PE which powerfully
placed him and his life's work in the global arena and on the public stage of mankind.

Also corroborating Einstein's 33-6 Lifepath within his Life Matrix is the stacking of his 3/66-3 4th Crown Pinnacle IR set
and 3/66-3 2nd Epoch IR set. The numbers 3-6-9 comprise the Artistic Triad. One of the reasons Einstein's chart is so
powerful is that his chart reveals a Master Artistic Triad of 33-66-99 with the 66 being stacked.

Adding to the power of this Artistic Triad are his 9 Expression (giving him a global and charismatic persona) and his 6
PE. All this 3-6-9 energy creates an extremely powerful life of self-expression and communication.

Einstein's Soul is a 7. This gives him an intense desire to ask questions, have an enquiring mind and spirit, analyze,
investigate, research, study, teach, inform, reflect, introspect and seek knowledge. A perfect pictorial and sculptural
example of the 7 Soul energy is Rodin's universally famous marble and bronze statue, The Thinker. It typifies what the 7
Soul does—ask questions, analyze, examine, reflect, think and ponder deeply.

Einstein's 22-4 Material Soul (MS) illustrates that the depth of his thinking plays itself out in the area of order, design,
structure, function, form, building, models and mechanics. This is strengthened in his 22/22 2nd Challenge. Additionally,
Einstein's 44-8 Material Nature integrates the 22-4's structural energy into operating systems, functional mechanics and
understanding the interconnection and flow between ideas and their manifestation and completion. This 44-8 master
energy occupies Einstein's 1st Pinnacle PE.

What is also interesting regarding Einstein's Basic Matrix is that his four voids (4-6-7-8) are all contained within the Basic
Matrix itself. The 4 void is contained within his 4 Material Soul; the 6 void occupies his Lifepath; the 7 void rules his
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Soul and the 8 void is centered in his 8 Material Nature. When a void is located in the Basic Matrix itself it can lessen any
negative effects the voided number may have if it were to appear elsewhere in a chart. Therefore, it is a good thing that
Einstein's voids are contained within his Basic Matrix.

NAME TIMELINE
The First name, "Albert"
As if there weren't enough master number energy in Einstein's Basic Matrix and Life Matrix, his Name Timeline also
reveals the powerful energy of the 55-1 Master Explorer/Revolutionary number. The name "Albert" is a 22-4 Master
Builder energy. We already know this 22-4 exists in his Material Soul and also as a double master dyad of 22-4/22-4 in
the second Challenge of his Life Matrix, thus creating a quadstack (four stack) of 22-4 energy. When this 22 of "Albert" is
added to his 33 Lifepath, the result is the 55-1 master number in the outcome part of the IR (Influence/Reality) set. This
combination could be written as 22-4/55-1 which filters through the 33 Lifepath, so it could be written as 22-4/(33-6)/551. The 22-4/55-1 combination signifies massive unique and pioneering developments (55-1) in the realm of design, order,
form, work, mechanics, structure and service (22-4). Additionally, the 55-1 energy also occupies Einstein's second
Pinnacle from age 31 to 39, which brings us to an important note regarding Einstein's general theory of relativity. Note the
22-4/(33-6)/55-1 master triad of his Albert Name Timeline.

Name Timeline (NTL): Albert Einstein

Names
Timeline
General
NTL
IR Set
Master #s

First
Albert
birth to 22
22
22-4/(33-6)/55-1
22-4 (Albert)/(33-6 LP)/55-1

Last
Einstein
23 to 63
41
5
11-2
11

names recycle at
age 64 beginning
with Albert

General Theory of Relativity
Nothing happens arbitrarily in the universe. As we've read, Einstein himself stated, Everything is determined. Well, as it
just so happens, it was during Einstein's 2nd Pinnacle/Challenge period from ages 31 to 39 in the years 1910 to 1918 that
he completed his work on the General Theory of Relativity, obviously a powerful concept.

As numbers reveal the destiny of one's life, the amalgam of master numbers of Einstein's life at that time support not only
his work but his destiny. It was during this time that the master number of form and design—the 22-4, appeared as a
quadstack (amalgam of four) in his chart accompanied by a double stack of 55-1 energy! It is predominately this
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combination of master energy, assisted by Einstein's other master numbers, that brought into reality his General Theory of
Relativity.

This is not coincidence, and this is the purpose of this work—to reveal the connection between people's numbers and their
destinies. When we see how all this fits together, it is impossible to deny the reality that life is destined—your life, my
life, the lives of the rich and famous, the lives of the infamous and everyone who ever took a breath of life. When this
reality is understood, it will revolutionize the way human beings live—if not collectively, then individually. In fact,
perhaps this concept of our personal numbers reflecting our destiny can be labeled the General Theory of Destiny in
keeping with the Einsteinian theme of the General Theory of Relativity.

The Second name, "Einstein"
The name "Einstein" is a 5 in simple numbers. When this 5 is added to the 4 simple number of "Albert," the result is a 9,
the number of universality and the public stage—the full Expression of "Albert Einstein."

When the 5 is added to his 6 Lifepath, the outcome is an 11, yet another master number. Therefore, the Name Timeline of
"Einstein" would be written as 5/11-2; more fully as 5/(33-6)/11-2. When this 11 is combined with Einstein's 11 Nature in
his Basic Matrix and each of the 11s in the three double-dyad Challenge components of his Life Matrix, Einstein has a
whopping octostack (8 stack) of 11 energy designating inspiration and accomplishment in the realm of relationship.
Relationship of space and time is the foundational theme of Einstein's work on general relativity.

EINSTEIN'S NOBEL PRIZE - 1921
Einstein won the Nobel Prize for physics in 1921 at age 42. The award was given for his discovery of the law of the
photoelectric effect. There are three important connections with the Nobel Prize and his numbers.

First, when Einstein received his Prize at age 42 he was in his 3rd Pinnacle position between the ages of 40 and 48. The
3rd Pinnacle is also called the Grand Pinnacle or the Core Pinnacle. The IR set of Einstein's Grand Pinnacle is a 9/99-9;
more fully as 9/(9)/99-9. This illustrates powerful recognition on the public stage. No number is more publically powerful
than the 9 with a 9 Filter (his 9 Expression) and the resulting 99-9 outcome (9 + 9 =18 = 9). The results could not be more
powerful. In very simple terms Einstein's Grand Pinnacle – the core of his 33-6 LP – is 9/(9)/9.

Second, Einstein's 3rd Challenge (also called the Grand or Core Challenge), which runs concurrently with his 3rd
Pinnacle, is an 11-2/11-2 (more fully as 11-2/(9)/11-2, the energy of relationship in both Influence and Outcome positions.
A person could have this numerical Challenge combination in their chart but not have the recognition that Einstein
received because they might not have the 9/(9)/99-9 3rd Pinnacle IR set to accommodate the 11-2/(9)/11-2 energy in the
Challenge.
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Third, in the year of Einstein's Nobel Prize for Physics he was 42 years old. His life was transiting the "S" of "Einstein" in
his Letter Timeline. The numerical pattern during this auspicious year was a 1/7 year, an IR set revealing actions (1) of the
mind and its abilities (7) or the self (1) in isolation (7). This is the only 1/7 Letter Timeline period of Einstein's life except
when he was one year of age. With the 33-6 LP Filter added, the broader IR Set would be 1/(33-6)/7.

This 1/7 Letter Timeline IR set is not that unusual. Any individual with a 6 Lifepath and an A, J or S in their name will
experience this at some time in their life. However, combined with Einstein's Pinnacle/Challenge or PC Couplet of 9/99-9
(Pinnacle) and his 11-2/11-2 (Challenge), it is of note, adding to the numerical warp and woof, the fabric of Einstein's
storied life.

SUMMARY
This brief numerical treatise regarding Albert Einstein's life is precisely that, brief. An entire book, even a volume of
books, could easily be written on the numerological aspects of Einstein's life. However, the purpose of this book, as stated
earlier, is not to completely detail the entire lives of its featured personalities but rather to simply highlight some of the
main numerical correspondences between their destinies and their numbers solely based on their birth date and full name
at birth to substantiate the truth of numbers and their relationship to life and destiny. Some of the amazing features of
Albert Einstein's life are . . .
•

The vast depth and breadth of master numbers in his King's Numerologytm chart, a chart not only containing every
binary master number but revealing a Life Matrix that possesses every master number except the 33 which,
although it did not appear in his Life Matrix, was in his Lifepath.

•

The presence of a master number in every cell of his Life Matrix.

•

The tristack of 11-2/11-2 IR set in his Challenge positions.

•

His Core Pinnacle 9/99-9 IR set.

•

The Master Artistic Triad (33-66-99): 33-6 Lifepath, 66-3 Crown Pinnacle PE and 2nd Epoch PE; 99-9 Grand
Pinnacle PE.

It is the conclusion of this brief treatise that the extreme amalgam of master numbers in his chart was, arguably, the main
contributor in making Albert Einstein one of the most famous figures in history, as well as creating one of the most
fascinating numerology charts of the destinies of the historic icons featured here in KBN10.
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ALBERT EINSTEIN – QUOTES
Everything is determined, the beginning as well as the end, by forces over which we
have no control. It is determined for the insect, as well as for the star. Human
beings, vegetables or cosmic dust - we all dance to a mysterious tune, intoned in the
distance by an invisible piper.
The goal is to raise the spiritual values of society.
A person starts to live when he can live outside himself.
Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind.
The highest destiny of the individual is to serve rather than to rule.
Try not to become a man of success but rather to become a man of value.
Nothing will benefit human health and increase chances for survival of life on Earth
as much as the evolution to a vegetarian diet.
The right to search for truth implies also a duty; one must not conceal any part of
what one has recognized to be true.
The finest emotion of which we are capable is the mystic emotion.
Everyone who is seriously involved in the pursuit of science becomes convinced that
a spirit is manifest in the laws of the Universe - a spirit vastly superior to that of
man, and one in the face of which we, with our modest powers, must feel humble.
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